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6 2017 Gartner Report 

33% of companies pay +$1M per hour of outage 

Hourly cost of an outage 

Source: 

Statisa 

33% 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/753938/worldwide-enterprise-server-hourly-downtime-cost/
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Chaos around the world 

Amazon Prime Day 
Lost $90M in 1 day 

Sabre Outage 
Shut down 100 airports & 
300 airlines for 4 hours 

Sutter Health Outage 
Prevented access to patient 

health records for 1 day 
 

IRS 
Delayed tax 

returns process 
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Resiliency test complexity increases as system complexity increases… 

Case of Change at Intuit 

Early 2000 Current ~2005 ~2010 ~2014 ~2016 
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FMEA (Failure Mode Effect Analysis), since 1950s 

Before chaos engineering 
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Very similar but not the same… 

Chaos engineering 
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Chaos testing helped but it is… 

 

• Unstructured and ad hoc 

• Happens later 

• Prevents resiliency culture 

• Uncomfortable for teams 

• No regression testing 

 

FMEA testing helped but it is… 

 

• Manual and laborious 

• Too expensive 

• After-thought  

• Too specialized 

What was missing in resiliency testing? 
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Requirements to find an optimal solution… 

Earlier in SDLC Resiliency testing to start as part of system design 

Shift left testing 
Shift left resiliency testing to developers to scale and 

enable test driven development 

Automation is a must Tests to be automated as part of release pipeline 

Natural language Test cases to be used as the test plan 

Serves as a prerequisite 
for chaos engineering 

100% regression test pass is required before chaos 
testing in production 
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Automation journey via Intuit D4D (Design 4 Delight) 
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• Natural language construct 

• Controlled failures in AWS (EC2, ALB, Route53, S3, RDS, DynamoDB, Elasticache 

etc.) 

• Reduced execution time from days to hours 

• No human interaction 

• Early bugs/failures detection 

• Extensible 

• Open-source Java/Cucumber library https://github.com/intuit/CloudRaider/ 

 

 

 

 

CloudRaider key benefits for Intuit 

https://github.com/intuit/CloudRaider/
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FMEA workflow 
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Simple login service walkthrough 
 

FMEA template 
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Feature: Instance Termination 

 

  @terminationInjection 

  Scenario Outline: Simple Login Service Unreachable due to server failures.   

 Validate that alarms were triggered before recovery. 

 

    Given EC2 < ec2Name > 

    And  CloudWatch Alarm < alarmName > 

    When terminate all instances 

    And wait for < wait > minute 

    And assertCW alarm = <state1> 

    And assertEC2 healthy host count = < expected-count > 

    And assertCW alarm = <state2> 

 

  @dev 

    Examples: 

      | ec2Name             | alarmName                                        | wait | expected-count | state1       | state2 | 

      | "login-frontend" | "login-frontend-UnHealthyHosts" | 1      | 1                           | "ALARM" | "OK"   | 

      | "login-backend" | "login-backend-UnHealthyHosts" | 1      | 1                           | "ALARM" | "OK"   | 

 

CloudRaider code (instance failure) 

Resources 

Injecting Failure 

Validations 

Data Driven 
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CPU spike  

Feature: CPU Spike 

 

  @cpuspike 

  Scenario Outline:  Simple Login Service Unreachable due to server resource constraints.  Validate that alarm triggers before recovery. 

 

    Given EC2 < ec2Name> 

    And  CloudWatch Alarm <alarmName> 

    When CPU spike on <instanceCount> instances for <coresCount> cores 

    And wait for <wait> minute 

    And assertCW alarm = <state1> 

    And recover 

    And assertEC2 healthy host count = < instanceCount> 

    And assertCW alarm = <state2> 

 

  @dev 

    Examples: 

      | ec2Name                | alarmName                                             | wait | instanceCount | state1        | state2 | coresCount | 

      | "login-frontend" | "login-frontend-UnHealthyHosts”.        | 1      | 1                         | "ALARM”. | "OK"   | 4                   | 

      | "login-backend"  | "login-backend-UnHealthyHosts"        | 1      | 1                         | "ALARM"  | "OK"   | 4                   | 
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Extending the example (more dependencies) 
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Dependency failure 

Feature: Block downstream dependencies 

 

@blockdepndency 

Scenario Outline: Given Simple Login Service, block critical dependency to validate application resiliency (Circuit Breakers etc) 

 

  Given EC2 <ec2Name> 

  And  CloudWatch Alarm <alarmName> 

  When block domain <domainName> on <instanceCount> instances 

  And wait for <wait> minute 

  And assertCW alarm = <state1> 

  And recover 

  And assertEC2 healthy host count = <expected-count> 

  And assertCW alarm = <state2> 

 

@dev 

  Examples: 

    | ec2Name                |  alarmName                                           |wait | instanceCount  |state1        |state2 |domainName             |expected-

count| 

    | "login-frontend"    | "login-backend-UnHealthyHosts”     | 1     | 1                          |"ALARM”  |"OK"   |"riskscreening.com” |1                          | 

    | "login-backend”    | "login-backend-UnHealthyHosts”     | 1     | 1                          |"ALARM”  |"OK"   |"oauthverifier.com”  |1                          | 
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Extending further (multi regional failover) 
 

X 
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Failover Scenario 

Feature: Route53 Failover 

 

  @route53Failover 

  Scenario Outline: Route53 failover by bringing down hosts in primary region 

    Given ALB <albName> 

    And CloudWatch Alarm <alarmName> 

    And R53 Healthcheck ID < healthCheckId> 

    When terminate all instances 

    Then wait for < wait1 > minute 

    And assertCW alarm = <state1> 

    And assertTrue R53 failover from <primary> to <secondary> 

    And assertR53 HealthCheck state = <healthCheckState1> 

    And wait for <wait2> minute 

    And assertCW alarm = <state2> 

    And assertFalse R53 failover from <primary> to <secondary> 

    And assertR53 HealthCheck state = <healthCheckState2> 

 

  @dev 

    Examples: 
      | albName     | alarmName       | primary  | secondary   | wait1 | wait2 | state1  | state2 | healthCheckId       | healthCheckState1 | healthCheckState2 | 

      | ”frontend-primary" | ”Route53-primaryFailureAlarm" | " login-primary.com " | ”login-secondary.com" | 3     | 5     | "ALARM" | "OK"   | “id1234”| "FAILURE"         

| "SUCCESS"         | 

 



Demo  
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Q&A 


